Our five-star product teams build
innovations around the world
About Startup Development House, our projects, strategic
partnerships, and professional expertise.

www.start-up.house
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Startup Development House

We are a software house established in 2015 based in Warsaw, Poland. We are all
about supercharging tech-based businesses. Our mission is to deliver all-around
support for startups at all stages of development.

BUILDING
STARTUP MVPS

PROVIDING
TOP 5% DEVELOPERS

INNOVATION
CONSULTING

We are focused on building customer-centric software based upon
modern technologies and lean startup approaches. By innovating with
us, our partners learn the best practices, the technology, and become
entirely self-suﬃcient in the end.

=Our business background

WE WORKED AT CORPORATIONS AND ALL-STAR STARTUPS

We have experience in working both at startups and big organizations.
It gives us great integration skills and a business-focused approach.

WE BUILD INNOVATIONS FOR OTHERS

We have built over 45 products from scratch. No matter the industry, we
are ready to take on the challenge and learn along the way.

OSLO

LONDON AMSTERDAM

WARSAW

MILAN

NEW YORK CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
AUSTIN

DUBAI
VILLAHERMOSA

We are global
We’ve partnered on more than
45 projects across 3 continents.

War for IT talents
Which country has the best developers?
Ranked by average score across all HackerRank challenges
Rank Country

Score Index

Rank Country

Score Index

1

China

100.0

26

Netherlands

78.9

2

Russia

99.9

27

Chile

78.4

3

Poland

98.0

28

United States

78.0

4

Switzerland

97.9

29

United Kingdom

77.7

5

Hungary

93.9

30

Turkey

77.5

6

Japan

92.1

31

India

76.0

7

Taiwan

91.2

32

Ireland

75.9

8

France

91.2

33

Mexico

75.7

9

Czech Republic

90.7

34

Denmark

75.6

10

Italy

90.2

35

Israel

74.8

11

Ukraine

88.7

36

Norway

74.6

12

Bulgaria

87.2

37

Portugal

74.2

13

Singapore

87.1

38

Brazil

73.4

14

Germany

84.3

39

Argentina

72.1

15

Finland

84.3

40

Indonesia

71.8

16

Belgium

84.1

41

New Zealand

71.6

17

Hong Kong

83.6

42

Egypt

69.3

18

Spain

83.4

43

South Africa

68.3

19

Australia

83.2

44

Bangladesh

67.8

20

Romania

81.9

45

Colombia

66.0

21

Canda

81.7

46

Philippines

63.8

22

South Korea

81.7

47

Malaysia

61.8

23

Vietnam

81.1

48

Nigeria

61.3

24

Greece

80.8

49

Sri Lanka

60.4

25

Sweden

79.9

50

Pakistan

57.4

Common concerns
about remote
We’ve worked remotely from the beginning and we’ve figured it all out.

Difficult
communication

SOLVED

Lack of trust and
transparency

SOLVED

Developers
rent

SOLVED

Dedicated team
It’s like outsourcing, but better
A perfect dedicated team consists of people with deep understanding of how diﬀerent startups
work, how the development should look like and how you’re supposed to work in various teams. It’s
important to cover all the skills needed in the project. It usually means four or ﬁve people: front-end
developer, back-end developer, UX/UI designer, project manager and optionally one lead developer.

Highly-skilled design team focused on the product:

Product Manager

UX/UI Designer

Engineers

Product Owner
(You!)
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Siemens
Since 2016 we’ve been a technological partner for Siemens
Finance responsible for digitization of sales products.
Due to growing competition and increasing operating costs of the
company, in 2016 Siemens Finance has decided to digitize the majority
of operational and sales processes in order to optimize working time
and improve the company's proﬁtability. In addition, the company
wanted to invent new cloud-based sales products.
So far, we’ve built three digital products together. In 2017, Siemens
SimplyLease received the E-commerce Polish award for one of the
most innovative products of the year.

MyFoodOffice
We created design for a tool that tracks food products nutrition
information along whole production chains.
MyFoodOﬃce approached us with the task of building their product
declarations app. We sat down with the team, created a juicy design
and then focused on creating a database architecture which would be
ready for serious post-launch scaling.
We have been with MyFoodOﬃce from the beginning and we continue
our cooperation as the product is being developed with new features
every few weeks.

Employment.org
We faced a challenge of preparing the existing app for intensive
scaling and building new features.
We ran a thorough code refactor and then moved to design and
develop new features. After successful months of work we stayed on
the project as a product team responsible for constant development of
the platform with engineers and designers onboard.
With the design we wanted to embrace the feeling coming from the
brand identity and its statement - the board looks perfectly clean, it’s
completely distraction-free and it puts content ﬁrst.

Lexolve by Lawbotics
We built an astonishing online tool enhancing an automation of
documents ﬂow in the company.
Lawbotics was created to solve everyday legal issues with an easy-touse online tool that creates, sends, and tracks legal documents in one
intuitive platform.
To make the most of this great concept, we went on a one-week
wireframing sprint to get a prototype right from the start. Then we
merged creative forces with the product owner and we did the coding
bit and adjusted the result until everyone was happy – both the users
and the product owner!

AGILE

Noffe (DigiPig)
We’re helping disrupt the way children in Norway save money
and plan their ﬁnancial future.
DigiPig approached us with a challenge of designing and building a
mobile application integrated with an IoT device and a bank API to
manage ﬁnancial transactions. The application had to provide security
and clarity of information display. At the same time it had to present a
fresh, modern design and appeal to children’s tastes.
In close collaboration with the hardware team and the bank IT
department, we integrated the cross-platform application to serve as a
communication hub between the bank and the IoT device. At the same
time, the design team came up with a clear yet playful UI to make sure
the app meets the users’ expectations.

NablaVind
We created design for a wind analysis tool for architects that
enables them to get results more quickly and at a lower cost
The general long-term vision is to make the platform a place where
architects and urbanists can easily and seamlessly perform automated
aerodynamic CFD simulations and receive results quickly and without
technical knowledge. But that’s in the future.
The MVP is in practice a web application connecting the clients with
the Nabla core team. The user is able to create simulation project
requests, upload ﬁles and receive the results which he can view in 3D
directly in the browser.

Myld
We created design for a great application that aims to help
create relationships between citizens and public institutions.
As a MVP concept to validate the idea, we built a system that enables
nurses to communicate with patients easier and faster. We’ve started
with an app ecosystem to empower daycare center worker and
parents of disabled children.
We designed the app to direct as much attention as possible to the
easiness of using the service. With superior, elegant interface, we
could focus on presenting the content in a way that allows a visitor
easily understand of the process. Making the app clear-cut was one of
our priorities.

Maindeck
We built an inventive platform to reinvent the dry-docking
process for ship owners
With Maindeck, the goal was to build the ﬁrst ever platform covering
the entire dry-docking process, from ﬁrst inspection to ﬁnal report. The
functionalities would allow ship managers to eﬃciently collaborate,
receive price quotations and manage their dry-docking projects with
modern web technology.
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Our expertise
EXPERTISE

INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

TECHNOLOGIES

We have more than 4 years of experience in
working with web and mobile apps.

Industries and ﬁelds we have experience in
collected on more than 45 projects.

We are focused on the most recent web and mobile technologies for
our projects. They are all backed by modern cloud solutions.

Web

4 years

Oil and gas

2 projects

JavaScript

7 years

PostgreSQL

10 years

Mobile

2 years

Energy & construction

1 project

React

6 years

MongoDB

10 years

Artiﬁcial Intelligence

4 years

FinTech

4 projects

AngularJS

3 years

Azure

9 years

UI/UX

4 years

LegalTech

2 projects

Vue.js

5 years

AWS

10 years

Cloud

4 years

EduTech

1 project

Node.js

10 years

Google Cloud

10 years

IoT

2 years

FoodTech

1 project

Express

8 years

React Native

3 years

Blockchain

1 year

Matching platforms

3 projects

Rails

10 years

Swift

2 years

Big Data & Analytics

4 years

Community platforms

3 projects

Ruby

10 years

Python

6 years

Software Architecture

4 years

and more!

GraphQL

3 years

Kotlin

3 years

* years of expertise as a company

30+ projects

* years of experience of our top developers in the technology

The proven workflow
We build innovative, user-centric products using cutting-edge
frameworks and architectures. Then deploy them to highly scalable
cloud-powered environments ensuring stability.

Proven workﬂow
Prototype

Proof of Concept

Commercial product

1 MONTH

2−3 MONTHS

3−6 MONTHS

System
integration

UX consulting

Prototyping

Testing with
users

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Yes

Product
design

Software
engineering

Market fit
testing

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Software
engineering

Yes

Testing with
users
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Prototype
Why and how?
Prototypes are an innovator’s best friends. We have created a bulletproof
process to make the prototyping eﬃcient. You should start with research, then
focus on the UX. If there’s enough time, you can play with visuals.

Detailed enough to get feedback from pilot customers

Allow for initial validation of the value proposition

Relatively cheap, easy, quick - allow for multiple pivots at low cost

Prototype
UX research

Eivind
User of:

Mobile app

Age:

29

Education:

Secondary

Occupation:

Mechanic

Location:
Tech-savviness:

Chile
Low

Astrid
1

UX research

Market and competition research
User research and analysis
Personas

User of:

Objective:
Ad distribution app

Age:

Felipe’s
34 a young father working tirelessly to support his family. Due to long hours, he

Education:

ﬁnds a mobile phone his main mean of communication. He’s mostly calling, sometimes

Higher

he happens to write a text message. Constantly on the lookout for ways to lower his

Occupation:

Marketing
specialist
family’s
costs of living.
He doesn’t own a computer, the mobile phone is his primary way

Location:

of using
the Internet, but he’s not using it daily. He’s worrying that his current device is
Norway

Tech-savviness:

slowly getting old and he’ll need to replace it in coming months which will strain his

High

budget.

Objective:

2

UX design

Astrid’s recently started working for a company which is currently planning to expand
to new markets. She created a special campaign to test if there’s any demand for the
type of products they’re selling. She wants to make sure that the launch of the product

3

Interface design

is a success and the company won’t lose money. Because of that, she needs a costeﬃcient and eﬀective way of reaching customers in countries of her interest. She hasn’t
done anything like it before, so searching for the most eﬀective channels in cultures he
doesn’t know too much about yet is a huge challenge.

Prototype
UX design
1

UX research

2

UX design
User ﬂows
Wireframes
Prototyping
Motion design

3

Interface design

Prototype
Interface design
1

UX research

2

UX design

3

Interface design
Moodboards
Colors and typography
Illustrations
Content guidelines

Proven workﬂow
Prototype

Proof of Concept

Commercial product

1 MONTH

2−3 MONTHS

3−6 MONTHS

System
integration

UX consulting

Prototyping

Testing with
users

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Yes

Product
design

Software
engineering

Market fit
testing

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Software
engineering

Yes

Testing with
users

Proof of Concept
Software engineering
Keeping it simple
Don’t make the mistake of letting your fantasy take over. Focus on keeping the PoC
simple, just large enough to validate your key value proposition and maximize usability.
There is no place for any nice-to-haves at this stage.

AGILE METHODOLOGIES TO FOLLOW

“Sprint oﬀers a formula for testing ideas (…).
Within ﬁve days, you’ll move from idea to
prototype to decision, saving you countless
hours and dollars.”

Measuring success
If the goal of the PoC is validating your idea on the market, you need to be able to
quantify the success. Remember to choose metrics relevant for your business model and
avoid vanity metrics at all cost! Implement proper analytics from the very start.

Keeping mind open
Approach the whole project with an experimentation attitude. Don’t treat the product’s
scope as deﬁned. Make it an object of your research and adjust . If you get too strict,
you’ll ﬁnd it very hard to pivot and give up on some of the unwanted features.

“The Lean Startup is a new approach being
adopted across the globe, changing the way
companies are built and new products are
launched.”

“For those who believe that there must be a
more agile and eﬃcient way (…) to get things
done, here is a (…) book (…) that is changing
the way we live.”

Proof of Concept
Our development process

—

—

1

2

3

4

5

6

Preparations

Kick-off

Design and
PoC development

Quality assurance
and bug fixing

User testing
and feedback

Further development

5 DAYS

30 DAYS FROM THE SIGN-OFF

2 WEEKS

2−4 WEEKS

WHO KNOWS?

We listen to your ideas,
read your materials and
come up with user stories
- structured easy-to-read
list of features.
We propose technical
solutions and prepare a
complete project setup
with cost estimates and
processes explained.

—

—

We create a development
plan, agree on how the
project management and
reporting will go. We
discuss cloud solutions for
the future to think about it
from the beginning.
Everyone leaves being on
the same page with
everything.

2−3 MONTHS

—

Together, we choose the
features that should be
included in the PoC.

—

We’ll be as agile as
possible.

—

—
—

In the meantime the
designers will work their
magic and create stunning
designs.

Having ﬁnished the
development phase, we
start the internal testing
to ﬁnd all bugs and make
sure the app works great.
This is an intense period
where testers and
developers work together
to clean everything up
and prepare for launch.

—

Once the PoC is ready, we
can let the users do their
job and use the app in the
battleﬁeld.

—

Data analyses will help us
decide about next steps.

—

It will also act as testing
ground for the key value
proposition.

—

Here we decide whether to
move on vertically (expand
the platform) or horizontally
- pivot and adjust the value
proposition.

—

We deep dive into existing
systems to get the solution
ready for system integration
and making it entirely
cloud-based.

Proven workﬂow
Prototype

Proof of Concept
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1 MONTH

2−3 MONTHS

3−6 MONTHS
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Prototyping
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users

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Yes

Product
design

Software
engineering

Market fit
testing

Does the product
meet expectations?
No

Software
engineering

Yes

Testing with
users
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SUMMARY

Why work with us?

Well-established company

Quick project start

We have been operating on the market for 4+ years building tech products
for more than 45 international clients.

The time needed to hire new resources can be a few times shorter. You get
the developers ready to start within a few weeks from your request.

Great startup expertise

No risk of hiring unskilled people

Having built and worked at startups, we’ve learned what it means to run a
tech business and what problems entrepreneurs face daily.

All of our developers went through an exhaustive hiring process and have
been tested on previous projects.

Global presence

Proven workﬂow of making apps happen

We run projects on 3 continents in over 10 countries. We know how to
navigate time-zones and cultures with ﬁnesse.

Our teams have optimized their workﬂows over years of working together
on diﬀerent projects. They are eﬃcient and agile.

Contact us

office@start-up.house

